
 Pulse oximeter 
  PC-60B STRONG, PC-60NW, PC-60E, PC-60C PRO 
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PC-60NW 

High-quality � nger pulse oximeter incl. sensor with OLED display, Bluetooth function and app for qualitative evaluation 
of measurement data. The measurement results can be seen and managed in the Apple Health app. This requires the app 
of the manufacturer. (Currently only available for iOS devices such as iPhone and iPad).

Robust case

2-color display

OLED display

Sensor port

Fixed alarm limits

Customizing alarm limits

30 h with two batteries

30 h with two batteries

Bluethooth and App

The PC-60B STRONG has a ro-
bust and spill-resistant case. 
In addition, it bene� ts from a 
pleasant wearing comfort due 
to soft sensor material.

Pulse rate (PR), perfusion index (PI) 
and current oxygen saturation as 
well as pulse wave display for the 
diagnosis of circulatory disorders.

The crystal clear OLED color display informs 
about the pulse rate and the current oxygen 
saturation. With automatically rotating dis-
play modi� cations in four view perspectives.

Optional sensors allow the pulse oxi-
meter to be equipped for any appli-
cation:

Soft sensor for infants and small � ngers 
(approx. 25 cm cable length),
Clip sensor for infants and small � ngers 
(approx. 25 cm cable length),
Multi-Y sensor for infants/children 
(approx. 45 cm cable length)

The PC-60B STRONG has � xed alarm limits:
SpO2 lower limit: 90%, 
HF upper limit: 120 beats/min,
HF lower limit: 50 beats/min.

The PC-60NW has adjustable alarm limits for 
oxygen saturation and pulse. In the event of 
an alarm, there is both an acoustic and a vi-
sual indication.

Two conventional AAA batteries are suf-
� cient for up to 30 hours of service. This is 
supported by the automatic on and o�  fun-
ction after 8 seconds.

Two conventional AAA batteries are suf-
� cient for up to 30 hours of service. This is 
supported by the automatic on and o�  fun-
ction after 8 seconds.

Bluetooth function and evaluation via 
Health App (iOS) and PC software (soft-
ware CD included).

PC-60B STRONG 

The innovative PC-60B STRONG o� ers highest stability as well as durability and is therefore perfectly suited for clinical 
professional use. It has a very easy readable display with blue backlight (ideal for dark rooms) as standard. The PC-60B 
STRONG is also suitable for rescue services, � re departments or other operations to professionally measure pulse rate 
and oxygen saturation.

Sensor port

Color display

Fixed alarm limits

30 h with two batteries
Optional sensors allow the pulse oxi-
meter to be equipped for any appli-
cation:

Soft sensor for infants and small � ngers 
(approx. 25 cm cable length),
Clip sensor for infants and small � ngers 
(approx. 25 cm cable length),
Multi-Y sensor for infants/children 
(approx. 45 cm cable length)

Sharp, crystal clear color display 
with plethysmographic wave indi-
cator.

The PC-60E has � xed alarm limits:
SpO2 lower limit: 90 %, HF upper limit: 
120 bpm, HF lower limit: 50 bpm.

Two conventional AAA batteries are suf-
� cient for up to 30 hours of service. This is 
supported by the automatic on and o�  fun-
ction after 8 seconds.

PC-60E 

The FingerTip pulse oximeter PC-60E is an innovation among oximeters because it can be used for all patient groups 
(adults, children and infants) thanks to the connection of external sensors. The all-rounder also has a very large, crys-
tal-clear colour display (ideal for darkened rooms) and an automatic alarm function. In case of deviation from standard 
values, you are alerted both visually (display � ashes) and acoustically (beep). Particularly suitable for the professional 
sector (e.g. doctors in private practice, clinics and emergency services).

PC-60C PRO 

The FingerTip Pulse Oximeter PC-60C PRO provides simple and modern measurement of pulse rate, blood oxygen sa-
turation and perfusion index (PI). It has a large, crystal clear color display (optimal for darkened rooms) and an automatic 
alarm function. In case of deviation from standard values, there is an audible and visual alarm. The pulse oximeter has 
adjustable alarm limits, a pulse tone that can be switched on and o� , and a factory reset option.

Color display

Additional supplies

Customizing alarm limits

30 h with two batteries

Sharp, crystal-clear color display with 
plethysmographic wave display and 
automatic rotating display modi� ca-
tions in four view perspectives.

FingerTip protection bag made of ny-
lon material in the colors orange and 
blue.

The PC-60C PRO has adjustable alarm limits 
for oxygen saturation and pulse. The pulse 
tone can be switched on and o� .

Two conventional AAA batteries are suf-
� cient for up to 30 hours of service. This is 
supported by the automatic on and o�  fun-
ction after 8 seconds.

lon material in the colors orange and 



PC-60C PRO

Size: 66 x 36 x 33 mm (L x B x H)
Weight: 60 g included batteries
Color: black case, color display
Norm: IEC 60601-1, ISO 9919

PC-60E

Size: 66 x 36 x 33 mm (L x B x H)
Weight: 60 g included batteries
Color: black-orange case,
  color display
Norm: IEC 60601-1, ISO 9919

PC-60B STRONG

Size: 62 x 33 x 32 mm (L x B x H)
Weight: 60 g included batteries
Color: blue case, 2-color display
Norm: IEC 60601-1, ISO 9919

PC-60NW 

Size: 60 x 37 x 30 mm (L x B x H)
Weight: 60 g Included batteries
Color: red-white case,
  color display
Norm: IEC 60601-1, ISO 9919

Technical specifications

Order information

Art.-No. Description

311.9015 Finger pulse oximeter PC-60B STRONG 

311.9016 Finger pulse oximeter PC-60C PRO

311.9017 Finger pulse oximeter PC-60E 

311.9018 Finger pulse oximeter PC-60NW 

Art.-No. Description

M900023 FingerTip protective bag orange for PC-60C PRO

M900012 FingerTip protective bag blue for PC-60C PRO

M900008 Soft sensor children model PC-60E & PC-60NW

M900010 Finger clip sensor children for PC-60E & PC-60NW

M900043 Multi-Y sensor infants/children for PC-60E & PC-60NW
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HERZmed GmbH

Herkulan-Schwaiger-Gasse 16
82487 Oberammergau

Tel.: +49 (0) 911 / 14 88 959 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 911 / 14 88 959 - 9

Mail: herzmed@herzmed.de
Web: www.herzmed.de

The products shown are only an excerpt of our product range. Exact details and product information are available on 
request or at www.herzmed.de. All prices marked with an asterisk are exclusive of VAT. All brand names used remain the 
property of the respective brand owner. We assume no liability for errors, possible misprints and color deviations. Our 
general terms and conditions apply, which you can also view at  www.herzmed.de.
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Order and advice by:


